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Before the site visit: 

Two weeks before I visited India, I kept in constant touch with Sri Sai Seva Sadan founder – Bhaskar 
Mukhara. We agreed upon a site visit date and I told him that I would be in touch with him after I come 
to India. I called him a couple of days before the site visit date to confirm the date.  

Day before: 

The day before the site visit, I called Bhaskar garu again to confirm the timings and ask for directions. He 
asked me to come to his home from where we decided to go to the site. 

Day of the Site visit: 

I started my journey to Bhaskar garu’s house right after I finished my other site visit for CFL i.e. around 
2:20 PM from Secunderabad. By the time I reached Pujagutta, place where Bhaskar garu lives, it was 3 
PM. We immediately started to the site location. It was a 20 minute journey from Bhaskar garu’s house 
to the site location. The other trustee members also joined us for the site visit. I stayed there at the site 
until 6:15 PM. It was 3 hour stay with 30 minute to 45 minute talk about the facilities. 

Quick tour and facilities: 

As soon as we reached Sri Sai Seva Sadan, Bhaskar garu showed me around the rented location. There 
were two floors rented in the complex by the organization – first floor and second floor. First floor has 
the kitchen, administrative rooms, doctor’s rooms, common toilets and some visiting and playing area. It 
looked like a hostel to me, as it is supposed to be.  

Bhaskar garu took me to the second floor. The door to the second floor is locked and one needs to ring a 
bell to get inside. First it seemed odd to me, but immediately I realized the importance of it. The kids 
need full security all the time and so the door is locked 24 hours.  

Upon entering the second floor, we were in a big hall that had 10 beds laid out in a row. In one of the 
corners of the room, in a space of around 10’ x 10’, the kids were sitting on the floor, listening to their 
teacher. The special education teacher is a lady and teaching them as part of her daily routine. 

Located on the other corner of the hall were some bathrooms and toilets. There was also a washing 
machine. I later came to know that the washing machine was bought by an individual’s funding – 
Bhaskar garu’s family member.  

Attached to the hall was the warden room. As we walked inside the warden room, the speech therapist 
was teaching a kid how to say a word in Telugu.   
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Initial Impression: 

As we know, the first impression is the best impression. As soon as I saw the big hall with 10 beds in it, 
the organization reminded me of my hostel I attended when I was a kid. It was indeed a hostel. But, it 
was a hostel to take care of more precious kids – kids with developmental disorders, kids who need 
special attention. It wasn’t a bad impression. I just felt bad about the state of the kids as soon as I saw 
them. They were in desperate need for an organization like this.  

Who were there at the school? 

Kids – 10 kids 

Special Education Teacher  

Speech therapist 

Yoga teacher 

Care taker 

Hostel warden and his wife – the cook and housekeeping lady 

Watching teachers help the kids: 

I spent almost an hour watching the kids attend the class.  

First, Bhaskar garu and I spent time watching the speech therapist helping a kid who could not speak at 
all. He was explaining him how to say amma (“mother”) and “papa” (baby). It was very disheartening to 
see such a young kid struggling with different kinds of developmental disorders. The speech therapist 
continued his sessions with one after another in the nearby warden room.  

By the time Bhaskar garu and I came out of the warden room, the special education teacher had already 
been taking a class. Yoga teacher was also present there. 

Yoga teacher asked a kid to perform some pranayamas that he has been teaching. He asked another kid 
to perform some neck exercises etc. 

The special education teacher called each kid one after another and told about his problems. She asked 
the kid to perform some things, showed his homework books, asked him to say hello/Namaste to us.  

Each of the kids has unique problems. Some problems include inability to speak, inability to 
concentrate/learn/read/write etc.  A couple of kids have behavioral issues too. One of the kids has 
urination problem and another has drooling problem. One of the kids is physically handicapped.  

It was very saddening to watch those kids struggling to do those actions which we take for granted.  

The yoga teacher, speech therapist and special education teacher seemed to be doing a decent job in 
helping the kids.  

Interact with Warden, care taker etc.: 

After our second floor trip was completed, we came down to the first floor and Bhaskar garu showed me 
the kitchen, refrigerator donated by one of the founders, stock room and other facilities. I also enquired 
the cook about usual daily menu and it seemed very nice – breakfast, dal, curry, rasam, rice, milk, eggs 
etc.  



Watching kid use the facilities: 

After my short tour of kitchen and stock room was completed, the warden called the physically 

handicapped kid and showed me how he would teach the kid do his daily exercise of walking with the 

help of bars. The kid seemed to be making some progress.  

 

Chat with parents: 

A kid’s parents were there at the hostel to visit their kid and the mother was very happy about the 

facility. She said that the kid was making some good progress and that the organization was treating the 

kids very well.  

There was another parent stopped by to request for his kid’s admission into the organization. Bhaskar 

garu asked him to bring some more documentation and meet him next week. Including this new kid, 

there are 5 kids who are lined up for admission into the organization. That will take the total number of 

kids to 15, after their admission.  

Chat with founders: 

After we completed the chat with the parent, Bhaskar garu took me into the administrative office. The 
other founders also came and sat in the room.  

We had a long chat about the organization, short term goals, long term goals etc. I also gave some 
feedback as we talked. Most of this is documented below in different sections.  

Bhaskar garu and the care taker shared some documentation with me and showed me the budget as 
well. Even though the cost per kid was high, the budget did seem to be a reasonable one. After the 
organization admits more kids, the cost per kid would surely go down as the big monthly expenses such 
as rent would remain the same.  

Feedback to Sri Sai Seva Sadan: 

Here is some feedback that I provided to Sri Sai Seva Sadan. While I am not an expert in providing the 
feedback, please keep in mind that this was given after watching the organization help the kids.  



 Facilities 

The facilities are adequate. They can be improved – especially any special machinery/operatus 
required for rehabilitation of the kids. Playing area should be set up and maintained. For those 
kids who can read, write and learn, a very small library (20-30 books) can be set up. A class room 
should be set up instead of making the kids sit in the corner of the room. For now, 10 kids can 
be managed. But, as we increase the number of students, it becomes harder.  

Number of kids 

Initially Asha funded the organization for 25 kids in the first year. We definitely understand the 
time it takes for an organization to be set up, especially for such an organization that deals with 
developmentally challenged kids and especially in a place like India. For now, 10 kids is definitely 
a great start. But, we expect the organization to serve 25 kids very soon – within the next few 
months.   

Individual goals for each kid 

As each and every kid has different kinds of problems, it is very essential to write down and keep 
track of short and term and long term goals of each and every kid. It should also be targeted to 
graduate each kid in 2-3 years of time frame. Every month or so, these goals can be reviewed 
and revised based upon the status of the child.  

Students’ education 

Asha gives utmost importance to education and expects all of our projects to provide quality 
education to the students. Even though these kids are not normal and ready to go through 
formal education, it is very essential to identify some and probably all of the kids and provide 
them with lower-grade education, if not the full fledged education. This is in addition to the 
special education each kid needs.   

Students to teachers ratio 

At this time the ratio is 10:1 (not counting the yoga teacher and speech therapist), this is quite 
high and the organization should try to attain 3:1 or 4:1 ratio soon. This shouldn’t be hurried up 
though. Quality and committed teachers who graduated in special education are very 
important. At the same time, it shouldn’t delayed much as more number of teachers is very 
essential to earlier graduation of kids and so to reach more number of kids in need. Number of 
care takers/wardens can also be increased as the number of kids is increased. Bhaskar gary said 
he was already lining up another special education teacher.  

Quality teachers 

As mentioned above, quality teachers are very much important. I haven’t gotten a chance to 
fully assess the teachers or for that matter I don’t have qualifications to do so. But, Bhaskar garu 
should keep an eye on all the teachers, present and future to make sure that the kids receive 
the best form of education, whether it is special education, yoga or speech therapy or anything 
else. Bhaskar garu should also keep an eye on the quality of other teachers, wardens, care 
takers etc.  



Student selection process 

The organization is doing well in finding the right students, especially those in rural places. But, 
it has been 6 months and there are still only 10 candidates found. It is recommended that the 
organization should approach the kids more actively and try to set up camps in district head 
quarters to find those kids in help. Any possible administrative difficulties that are there to 
admit a kid in the organization should also be minimized to the fullest extent. While it is 
essential to keep track of all the paper work and ask for the same to admit a kid, it is essential 
that such paper work shouldn’t become a hurdle for anyone to join the organization.  

Delay the day center 

The organization is thinking of setting up a day care center for similar kids. But, I suggest the 
organization delay the idea for some more time. It should probably first reach the desired 
number of kids in the hostel – 25 and learn all the processes, concentrate on setting up its 
facilities to the first class level before setting up the day center later.  

Continue to provide quality care 

The organization is doing a good job in providing a good care. But, it shouldn’t be limited to 
teachers. Wardens, cooks, care takers should also maintain the highest level of humanity. The 
kids shouldn’t be treated bad or beaten up. I am not saying that the organization is doing this, 
but it is somewhat common in hostels to do such things. It is very essential that the organization 
shouldn’t do such things, especially for kids like these.  

Home visits 

Sometimes it is difficult and becomes problematic for the organization to disrupt day to day 
activities of the kids while they are sent to their homes for visit. But, the organization should 
remember that home is the sweetest place and allow the children to go to home frequently, but 
with some strict guidance on how to not disrupt the kid’s daily routine at home.  

How we can help them: 

While continued funding will help the organization in reaching its goals, it is our guidance that will also 
help the organization. As the organization is brand new, it needs several suggestions, feedback etc., but 
obviously without disrupting their daily routines.  

We should definitely put Sri Sai Seva Sadan in touch with our other similar organizations that help 
developmentally disabled kids.  

What we can learn from Sri Sai Seva Sadan 

Sri Sai Seva Sadan is brand new and is trying to become an established organization. But, there are still a 
lot of things one can learn from the organization and its founders – dedication, hard work and sincerity. 
Bhaskar garu has been working extremely hard and the results have been slowly reaping up. We can also 
learn so many administrative and set up experiences this organization went through during its 
establishment. Unfortunately, sometimes the founder had to use his influences to get some work done. 
But it was his tenacity that made this organization established.  



Overall Rating: 

I must say I was impressed with the organization’s efforts especially by keeping in mind that it is a brand 
new organization. Bhaskar garu, the founder, is very dedicated and committed to the organization. Even 
though I didn’t see such a fullest level commitment from others in the organization, they were definitely 
good though.  

 Organization & its mission, short and long-term goals 

The school’s mission to provide shelter and help to the developmentally challenged kids is 
definitely being put into place. Even though the organization is very new, the founder has been 
taking care of the organization very well and very carefully.  

Short term goal of reaching initially planned 25 kids is slowly coming along.  

Long term goals of expanding the facility to more number of kids and opening up a day care are 
also coming along well.  

Perception of organization, facilities, and teachers 

The facilities were adequate – they can be improved. Children can be provided with more 
playing areas. 

The special education teacher seemed to be great. But students to teachers ratio is very high. 
More teachers are needed. Same is the case with the speech therapist. 

Yoga teacher is good.  

Organization statistics 

Number of kids – 10  

Number of teachers – 1 (excluding yoga teacher and speech therapist) 

Semi-annual budget – around 4-5 Lakhs for 10 kids (some of the expenses will remain the same 
even after the number of kids is increased e.g. rent) 

Perception from children's point of view 

The kids aren’t in a state where they could interact with other kids or interact with me. One of 
the kids was very nice and hugging everyone who came by. It was difficult to get the children’s 
perception of the organization. 

 


